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Abstract
Introduction: In order to understand human hearing, it 
helps to understand how the ears of lower vertebrates, like, 
for instance, lizards, function. A key feature in common is 
that the ears of both humans and lizards emit faint, pure 
tones known as spontaneous otoacoustic emissions (SOAEs). 
More than four decades after their discovery, the mechanism 
underlying these emissions is still imperfectly understood, 
although it is known that they are important for improving 
the sensitivity and sharpness of hearing. In both humans and 
lizards, the frequencies of SOAEs change by a few percent 
when static pressure is applied to the tympanic membrane. 
For the human ear, this observation is normally explained by 
a so-called global oscillator model (such as with Shera’s co-
herent reflection model), in which the emissions result from 
standing waves, and external pressure changes the bound-

ary conditions – the stiffness of the oval and round windows 
– which then has a global effect on the SOAE frequencies. 
Methods: Here we investigate how changing parameters of 
an earlier developed local oscillator model for the lizard ear 
can change the frequencies of the SOAEs. A major feature of 
the model is that each oscillator is coupled only to its imme-
diate neighbours. The oscillators then cluster into groups of 
identical frequency, and each of these so-called frequency 
plateaus can be taken to represent an SOAE. Results: Even 
though the natural (unperturbed) frequencies of all the oscil-
lators remain fixed, here we find for several model parame-
ters that by slightly changing their value the frequency pla-
teaus – the SOAEs – shift by a few percent. Plots of how these 
changes alter SOAE frequencies are given, and their magni-
tude corresponds well with observations of SOAE changes in 
lizards. Discussion: Investigation of the influence of the 
change of parameters in an earlier developed local oscillator 
model for the lizard ear shows that a local oscillator model 
can explain small SOAE frequency changes as well as a glob-
al oscillator model. © 2023 The Author(s).
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Introduction

Otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) are sounds emitted by 
the ear. They were discovered by Kemp [1976, 1978]. 
Among the several classes of OAEs [Probst et al., 1991], 
click-evoked and distortion-product OAEs have become 
an integral part of clinical tests of human hearing.

A special class of OAEs are spontaneous otoacoustic 
emissions (SOAEs), being narrow-band sounds emitted 
by an ear in the absence of any acoustic stimulation. 
SOAEs evidently reflect some internal active process that 
improves the ear’s sensitivity and selectivity. They were 
predicted theoretically by Gold [1948] based on a “regen-
erative” model for signal detection.

Nevertheless, despite intensive research into their be-
haviour, the basic mechanism producing OAEs has 
proved elusive, and there is still much controversy in the 
field. In attempting to resolve the issue, there has been a 
longstanding interest in the hearing of lizards and other 
reptiles because their ears are simpler than those of mam-
mals [Manley, 1997]. At the same time, both classes of 
animal share a number of features, most notably the gen-
eration of SOAEs, and the general hope is that under-
standing the lizard ear will prove helpful in understand-
ing human hearing.

In general, there have been two basic approaches to 
modelling SOAEs, both of which attempt to mimic the 
production of narrow-band sound energy by incorporat-
ing active oscillators. One approach is based on a set of 
appropriately tuned “local oscillators,” which represent, 
effectively in a one-to-one arrangement, the ear’s internal 
resonant elements. The elements are usually considered 
to have some degree of nearest-neighbour coupling, and 
the coupling causes the oscillators to cluster into multiple 
frequency plateaus, in which each cluster represents an 
SOAE.

The other approach is the “global oscillator” model 
[Shera, 2003, 2021, 2022] in which a key role is played by 
the amplification of standing waves created by multiple 
internal reflection of waves travelling backwards and for-
wards along the basilar membrane [Shera and Cooper, 
2013, Fig. 2; Shera, 2015, Fig. 2], so that the oscillations 
which emerge are a collective property of the whole sys-
tem. This global oscillator model has been extensively 
used in understanding human SOAEs, and, although 
commonly accepted, is not entirely free from controversy 
[Siegel, 2022].

The local oscillator approach is well suited to model-
ling the behaviour of the lizard ear. First developed by 
Vilfan and Duke [2008], an SOAE signal is taken to be the 

sum of the displacements of oscillators arranged in a one-
dimensional array extending from low frequencies at one 
end to high frequencies at the other, with each oscillator 
having only nearest-neighbour coupling. Individual 
SOAE peaks in the spectrum of sound picked up by a mi-
crophone next to the lizard ear are then understood as the 
synchronisation of groups of oscillators to a single fre-
quency, reflecting the natural tendency of all coupled os-
cillators to cluster into discrete frequency plateaus [Er-
mentrout and Kopell, 1984]. A similar approach was tak-
en in the model of Gelfand et al. [2010], and the same 
model was also used by Wit et al. [2012, 2020] to give 
insight into several characteristics of otoacoustic emis-
sions from lizard ears.

Not included in the foregoing local oscillator models, 
however, is a treatment of how the sum of the individual 
oscillations is transmitted to the tympanic membrane, 
and it therefore overlooks the possibility that this trans-
mission process might in some way change the emitted 
signal. Bergevin and Shera [2010] did develop a model of 
the lizard ear which included coupling to the middle ear 
and thereby to the external acoustic environment, but it 
described only stimulus-frequency otoacoustic emis-
sions, and hair bundles in the model were represented by 
damped harmonic oscillators. Since the oscillators were 
passive, the model was unable to describe the generation 
and emission of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions. For 
additional detail, see the overview of OAE modelling by 
Bergevin et al. [2017].

Recently, Wit and Bell [2022] sought to overcome this 
limitation by representing each of the hair bundles as an 
active oscillator and allowing the system, through cluster-
ing, to generate groups of self-sustained oscillations [Ca-
malet et al., 2000]. Like the earlier work of Wit et al. 
[2020], the work used the Vilfan and Duke formalism 
which allowed the coupling parameters to be systemati-
cally varied, and the model was also elaborated to include 
the middle ear as a separate passive oscillator, permitting 
spontaneous activity of the hair bundles to be conveyed 
to the eardrum.

SOAEs are very stable over time (daily and monthly 
cycles show frequency shifts of less than 1% in humans 
[Bell, 1992]). Notwithstanding, human SOAE frequen-
cies can be changed by a few percent in several experi-
mental ways [De Kleine et al., 2022, Fig. 5]. Many of these 
are based on changing the impedance of the middle ear, 
which then affects the boundary conditions for the inner 
ear, and in this way the global oscillator model can 
straightforwardly explain shifts in SOAE frequency 
[Shera, 2022]. The present paper explores frequency shifts 
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in a local oscillator model of the lizard ear and finds that 
this model can explain observed shifts of SOAE frequen-
cy as effectively as the global oscillator model.

Two Oscillators

We start with one active oscillator which drives a sec-
ond (passive) oscillator and investigate how their com-
mon oscillation frequency depends on the choice of pa-
rameters. The two oscillators obey the following set of 
differential equations [Vilfan and Duke, 2008]:

( ) ( )( )
( ) ( )( )

2
1 1 1 1 2 1 1 1

2
2 2 2 2 1 2 2 2

ω ε

ω ε
R I

R I

z i z d id z z b z z

z i z d id z z b z z

= + + + - - ½ ½

= + + + - - ½ ½




(1)

with (complex)
1
ω

z x ix= - 

and where x and x. are, respectively, displacement and ve-
locity (as a function of time) of the oscillators. 

In equation (1), ω is the natural frequency of the oscil-
lator (the frequency with which it oscillates if there is no 
coupling); є is a measure of the effective damping, being 
positive for an active oscillator and negative for a passive 
(damped) oscillator; dR and dI are, respectively, the dis-
sipative (real) and reactive (imaginary) coupling con-
stants; and b describes the intrinsic nonlinearity of the 
oscillator and controls its amplitude.

Fig. 1. a Normalised amplitude spectra for the real value of the so-
lution of ż = (2πi + є)z − |z|2z, for 5 values of damping parameter 
є. b Common oscillation frequency for the two oscillators, when 
coupled, calculated with equations (1) for 12 values of є1, 2 values 
of the natural frequency of oscillator 1 (0.8 and 1.2 kHz), and a 
natural frequency of 1 kHz for oscillator 2. c Common oscillation 

frequency for the two oscillators as a function of є1, calculated with 
equations (4) for 10 values of the natural frequency of oscillator 1 
and a natural frequency of 1 kHz for oscillator 2. d Common oscil-
lation frequency for the two oscillators as a function of є1, if the 
two oscillators have the same natural frequency of 1 kHz.
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Without coupling (dR = dI = 0) each oscillator obeys 
the generic equation for a Hopf bifurcation: z. = (iω + є)z 
– b|z|2z. If this (uncoupled) oscillator is passive (є < 0), its 
amplitude spectrum is wider for larger (absolute) values 
of є (Fig. 1a). (For convenience, frequencies are expressed 
in kilohertz and time in milliseconds). 

The set of differential equations (1) was solved with 
procedure NDSolve in Mathematica 12 (https://www.
wolfram.com), for the situation of a passive oscillator (є1 
< 0) coupled to an active oscillator (є2 > 0). 

In this situation, the solution of equations (1), some-
time after onset, is a stable sinusoid with the same angu-
lar frequency ω for the two oscillators: z1(t) = r1ei(ωt + ϕ1), 
z2(t) = r2ei(ωt + ϕ2). The angular frequency ω of the sinu-
soid was calculated for the following set of parameters: є2 
= 1, dR = 0, dI = −1, ω2 = 2π, b = 1, for two values of ω1 
and a range of values of є1. The result is shown in Figure 
1b.

If the solutions z1(t) = r1ei(ωt + ϕ1), z2(t) = r2ei(ωt + ϕ2) are 
substituted in (1), and the real and imaginary parts are 
separated, the following set of equations is obtained:

(2)

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( ) ( )

( )

22 2
1 1

1 1

21 1
2 2

2 2

2 2
1

1 1

1 1
2

2

ε cos Δ sin Δ br 0

ε cos Δ sin Δ br 0

sin Δ cos Δ 0

sin Δ

R R I

R R I

R I I

R I

r rd d d
r r
r rd d d
r r
r rd d d
r r
r rd d
r r

� �

� �

� � � �

� �

+ - - - =

+ - + - =

+ + - - =

- + ( )
2

cos Δ 0Id� �- - =

with Δϕ = ϕ2 – ϕ1.
Or

(3)

22 2
1 1

1 1

21 1
2 2

2 2

2 2
1

1 1

1 1
2

2 2
2 2

ε β α br 0

ε β α br 0

α β 0

α β 0

              α β 1 0

R R I

R R I

R I I

R I I

r rd d d
r r
r rd d d
r r
r rd d d
r r
r rd d d
r r

� �

� �

+ - - - =

+ - + - =
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+ - =

with α = sin(Δϕ), β = cos(Δϕ). 
For the same set of parameters for which equations (1) 

were solved (є2 = 1, dR = 0, d1 = –1, ω2 = 2π, b = 1), equa-
tions (3) reduce to

(4)

22
1 1

1

21
2

2

2
1

1

1

2
2 2

ε α 0

1 α 0

β 1 ω 0

2π β 1 ω 0

α β

r r
r

r r
r
r
r
r
r

�

+ - =

- - =

- + - =

- + - =

+ -1 0=

Equations (4) were solved for a range of ω1 values with 
Mathematica 12 procedure Solve, for the conditions r1 > 
0, r2 > 0, r2 > r1, to obtain Figure 1c.

Figure 1d is for the situation where the two oscillators 
have the same natural frequency (ω1 = ω2). In this case 
there are two regions of solutions of equations (4): one for 
β = 0 (with α = 1), and the other for r1 = r2 = r.

For β = 0, the set of equations (4) has real solutions for 
є1 < –1 only. For this condition the frequency of the two 
oscillators is (2π + 1)/2π = 1.159 kHz.

For r1 = r2 = r there is no solution for є1 < –1. And, 
if –1 < є1 < 0, there are two (different) solutions for 
each value of є1: one with α > 0, β > 0, ω/2π < 1.159 
kHz; and the other with α > 0, β < 0, Δϕ > π/2, ω/2π > 
1.159 kHz.

It can be concluded from Figure 1b, c that the com-
mon oscillation frequency of the two coupled oscilla-
tors can be changed by several percent by changing the 
damping and/or the natural frequency of the passive 
oscillator.

Fig. 2. 1: Solid structure representing the basilar papilla. 2: 200 os-
cillating hair cell masses. The horizontal springs between the mass-
es represent both dissipative and reactive coupling. 3: Inner ear 
wall. 4: Stapes. 5: Round window. 6: Inner ear fluid.
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Array of 201 Oscillators

How Oscillator Frequencies Depend on the Parameters 
of the Passive Oscillator
Wit and Bell [2022] used an array of n = 201 coupled 

oscillators to model the emission of SOAEs from the ear 
of the lizard. The hair cells in the lizard inner ear were 
represented in this model by a chain of 200 oscillators. 
Again, following Vilfan and Duke [2008], the differential 
equation to be solved for the jth oscillator (j = 2, 3,…, n) 
is

( ) ( )( ) 2
1 1ω ε 2j j j j R I j j j j jz i z d id z z z b z z- += + + + - + - ½ ½ (5)

For the first oscillator of the chain of vibrating ele-
ments (j = 1), the term (zj–1 – 2zj + zj+1) is replaced by (z3 
– z2) and for the last by (zn–1 – zn).

Because the inner ear fluid is incompressible, this fluid, 
the basilar papilla, and the stapes move in phase. They are 
therefore simply represented by a single oscillator. The 
displacement as a function of time Re[z1(t)] of this oscil-
lator then represents the SOAEs measured at the ear-
drum. The equation for this oscillator is

( ) 2
1 1 1 1 1 1

2
ω ε μ

n

j
j

z i z b z z Re z
=

é ù= + - ½ ½ + ê úë ûå (6)

The last term in equation (6) stands for the total 
force exerted on the papilla by the vibrating elements. 
This force is supposed to be proportional to the sum of 
the displacements xj(t) of the vibrating elements, with 
proportionality constant μ. Furthermore, the term 
+μRe[z1] is added to the right-hand side of equation (5), 
being the force exerted by the papilla on each vibrating 
element. Figure 2 is a schematic representation of the 
model.

The combination of equations (5) and (6) was solved 
with Mathematica 12 procedure NDSolve, for the follow-
ing parameter values: ωj increased exponentially from ω2 
= 1 × 2π to ωn = 5 × 2π, b = 0.8, dR = 0.1, dI = –1.1, єj = 0.8 
for j = 2, 3, …, n, μ = 0.4, ω1 = 2.3/2π, and є1 = –2 or −4. 
Amplitude spectra for the resulting displacements as a 
function of time, for the subset of oscillators 2–201, are 
shown in a waterfall plot in Figure 3a. And spectra for the 
first oscillator are given in Figure 3b, c, Figure 3 shows 
that the 200 active oscillators, which drive the passive os-
cillator, have clustered in 6 frequency peaks. Note also 
that changing the damping є1 of the passive oscillator re-
sults in a small frequency shift for some of the peaks.

The frequency fs for the peak marked with a star in Fig-
ure 3b was calculated for 11 values of the natural frequen-

Fig. 3. a Normalised amplitude spectra for 
xj(t), for j = 2, 4, 6, …, 200, for a natural 
frequency of 2.3 kHz and damping param-
eter of −4 for oscillator 1. b Accompanying 
spectrum for oscillator 1, for 2 values of 
damping parameter є1. c Zoom view of b 
with spectra overlapped so as to readily re-
veal shifts. d Detail of a for oscillators 88–
104. Spectral peaks are at 2.13 and 2.83 
kHz. e A 5 ms time interval for displace-
ments xj(t), for the same oscillators as in d.
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cy f1 of oscillator 1 and 13 values of its damping param-
eter є1. The result is shown in Figure 4. 

It can be concluded from Figure 4 that the frequency 
of the peak marked with a star in Figure 3b, representing 
an SOAE, can be changed by about 100 Hz (5%) by chang-
ing the damping and/or the natural frequency of the pas-
sive oscillator (the basilar papilla in Fig. 2).

How the Clustering Frequencies of the Active 
Oscillators Depend on Their Parameters
Calculations with the combination of equations (5) 

and (6) were repeated for the following “standard” set of 
parameters: ωj increased exponentially from ω2 = 1 × 2π 
to ωn = 5 × 2π, b = 0.8, dR = 0.1, dI = −1.1, єj = 0.8 for j = 
2, 3, …, n, μ = 0.4, ω1 = 2.3 × 2π, and є1 = –4. In addition, 

it was done for two other values of one of the parameters. 
Results are given as amplitude spectra in Figure 5a for 
three values of reactive coupling parameter dI and in Fig-
ure 5b for three values of dissipative coupling parameter 
dR.

Figure 6 is the same as Figure 5, for three values of two 
other parameters. To obtain Figures 6a, b, amplitude 
spectra were calculated for 3 values of the damping pa-
rameter є, for all oscillators except oscillator 1. While for 
Figures 6c, d, the natural frequencies ωj were multiplied 
with 0.98, 1, or 1.02 (for all j except j = 1). This multipli-
cation factor (χω) changes the natural frequency of the 
oscillators up or down by 2 percent (and provides a refer-
ence point for other shifts induced by altering other pa-
rameters away from their “standard” values).

Fig. 4. Frequency fs of the peak marked with a star in Fig. 3b for 11 values of the natural frequency f1 of oscillator 
1 and 13 values of its damping parameter є1. a In a 2D-plot. b In a 3D-plot, smoothed by interpolation. c For 10 
values of є1 in a contour plot, also smoothed.
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The calculations to obtain Figures 5 and 6 were repeat-
ed for 13 values of dI, dR, єj, or the multiplication factor 
χω of ωj. The results are given in Figure 7. Frequency fs in 
this figure is the frequency of the peak around 2.13 kHz 
in the spectra in Figures 5 and 6. (It is also the spectral 
peak marked with a star in Fig. 3b). The vertical dashed 
lines in Figure 7 mark the “standard” values for dI, dR, єj, 
and χω, being −1.1, 0.1, 0.8, and 1, respectively. 

To obtain a 1% change of fs, starting at the value marked 
with the horizontal dashed line in Figure 7, the values dI, 
dR, єj, or χω  need to be changed by 0.8, 13, 18, or 0.5%, 
respectively.

Discussion

This paper has used numerical modelling to investi-
gate what we claim to be, in essence, a simple system. Its 
mathematical flavour, however, has meant that much of 
the methods and results may not be readily accessible to 
those with a clinical background. The following discus-
sion is designed to highlight aspects of the work that relate 
to how real ears function, most directly to the lizard ear 
but also perhaps the human ear as well.

Fig. 5. a Amplitude spectra for xj(t), for os-
cillator numbers j = 2, 6, 10, …, 198 and for 
3 values of reactive coupling parameter dI. 
b Amplitude spectra for oscillator 1, for the 
same set of parameters as for a. c, d Same 
as a and b, for 3 values of dissipative cou-
pling parameter dR.

Fig. 6. a Amplitude spectra for xj(t), for os-
cillator numbers  j = 2, 6, 10, …, 198 and for 
3 values of damping parameter є. b Ampli-
tude spectra for oscillator 1, for the same 
set of parameters as for a. c, d Same as a and 
b, for 3 values of the frequency multiplica-
tion factor χω.
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Model Schematic
Our model of the lizard ear (Fig. 2) assumes that all the 

active oscillators, representing hair cells, sit on top of a 
passive substrate representing the basilar papilla, which 
in this work we have labelled as oscillator 1. This oscilla-
tor is surrounded by fluid, and this means that any vibra-
tion imparted to the substrate by the hair cells will in turn 
be communicated to the eardrum, and thence to the out-
side world, where it can be picked up as an SOAE. It is 
worth noting that the reverse of this process is the way by 
which outside sound is communicated to the hair cells, so 
the system is equivalent to a resonant detector, such as the 
vibrating reed frequency metre [Bell and Wit, 2015]. An 
earlier – somewhat simpler – version of the model was 
used to investigate another type of OAEs: the stimulus 
frequency otoacoustic emission (SFOAE) [Wit et al., 
2012].

Clustering of Oscillators
Our numerical simulations have confirmed a well-

known result: that a linear, graded array of coupled oscil-
lators will cluster into a number of discrete frequency pla-
teaus. Within a cluster, all the oscillators are vibrating at 

the same frequency, and it has been suggested in several 
earlier papers [Vilfan and Duke, 2008; Gelfand et al., 
2010; Wit et al., 2012, 2020; Wit and Bell, 2022] that each 
cluster could well represent an SOAE from the ear of a 
lizard.

As can be seen in Figure 3a, and in detail in Figure 3d, 
not all oscillators in our model exhibit a single spectral 
peak: two peaks exist in the transition region between two 
clustering frequencies. The lower-frequency spectral 
peak grows smaller with increasing oscillator number, 
while the higher-frequency peak grows larger. Examina-
tion of Figure 3e reveals this behaviour in the time do-
main: the displacement xj(t) of oscillator 96, for example, 
is the sum of two sine waves of 2.13 and 2.83 kHz; at the 
same time, the behaviour of oscillators 88 and 104 (away 
from the transition region) are single sines of either 2.13 
or 2.83 kHz.

Vilfan and Duke [2008] displayed their results in a 
slightly different way. To make frequency plateaus appar-
ent, they calculated the average frequency of each of the 
oscillators, thus showing that each oscillator possessed 
only a single frequency. Following the same approach, we 
calculated the average frequencies of the oscillators by 

Fig. 7. a Frequency fs of the dominant spectral peak in Figure 5b for 13 values of dI. b For 13 values of dR. c Fre-
quency fs of the dominant peak in Figure 6b for 13 values of єj. d For 13 values of χω. The vertical dashed lines 
mark the “standard” position of the parameters.
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counting the number of 2π phase jumps (periods) over 50 
ms. The result is given in Figure 8. Different approaches 
to calculating the frequency of oscillators clustering with-
in a frequency plateau are treated in more detail in Moret-
to Sørensen et al. [2019].

How the Oscillators Are Coupled
In the present model, an important property is that the 

oscillators are coupled to their nearest neighbours only 
(one on either side), as in the models for the lizard ear by 
Vilfan and Duke [2008] and Gelfand et al. [2010]. This 
simple arrangement has also been used in the models of 
Wit et al. [2012] and, more recently, in the model of 
Moretto Sørensen et al. [2019].

Because it is generally accepted that hair cells (or their 
bundles) are the oscillators in a real ear, Faber and Bo-
zovic [2021] recently explored synchronisation of cou-
pled hair cells in an in vitro preparation of the bullfrog 
sacculus to lend “support to the theory that SOAEs may 
be generated by frequency clustering of actively oscillat-
ing hair bundles.” Similar to our approach, Faber and Bo-
zovic describe the behaviour of the 10 oscillators in their 
model using the generic equation for a Hopf bifurcation, 
with the limit cycle frequencies of the oscillators spanning 
a range from 1 to 4.5 kHz. But in contrast to our approach, 
the oscillators are not just coupled to their nearest neigh-
bours, but each oscillator (hair bundle) is coupled to an 
overlying membrane, with coupling strength kj for the jth 
oscillator; the coupling term is kj(z- – zj), with

1

1 N

j j
j

z k z
N =

= å

for N oscillators. If each kj value is randomly selected from 
a uniform distribution spanning 0.2–3.0, and supposing 
that “it is unlikely that the level of attachment to the mem-
brane is identical for all oscillators,” some oscillators syn-
chronise while others oscillate incoherently. For this 
choice of parameters, the model exhibits a complex chi-
mera state, supposed to be “a favourable state for reliable 
signal detection.”

More like the approach used here, Faber and Bozovic 
also examined the situation in which all kj were given the 
same value, so that the oscillators formed discrete clusters 
of defined frequency (provided the other parameters are 
given appropriate values). However, in this case, the au-
thors thought that such an arrangement was “unfavorable 
for detecting frequencies that span several octaves.” We 
leave the matter for further investigation but underline 
the simplicity of having a uniform coupling parameter 
along the length of the papilla which is systematically 
changed due to imposed pressure.

To describe the statistics of (human) SOAEs, the 
one-dimensional cochlear model of Fruth et al. [2014] 
employs two types of coupling: longitudinal (for exam-
ple, by the tectorial membrane) and hydrodynamic, via 
the fluid. In this case, the parameter ε(x) that controls 
the state of the oscillator at position x in the array is 
chosen to be around zero (it is a spatial version of an 
Ornstein–Uhlenbeck process, illustrated in Fig.  2b of 
Fruth et al. [2014] and Fig. 10 of Wit et al. [2020]). The 
result of this arrangement is that groups of oscillators 
are randomly active or passive along the cochlear parti-
tion. Where the oscillators are active, they produce 
emissions and tend to synchronise, in the words of 
Fruth et al. [2014], through “a mixture of hydrodynam-
ic, elastic, and viscous interactions.” In this way, cou-
pling of the active oscillators also “depends on global 
features of the system,” and this is basically the same 
approach as used by Faber and Bozovic [2021] where all 
the oscillators were coupled to the same overlying mem-
brane.

A feature of the model by Faber and Bozovic [2021] is 
that it is generic, in the sense that it assumes nothing 
about the spatial arrangement of the oscillators. This is in 
contrast with, for instance, the model by Dierkes et al. 
[2008], where the hair bundles are arranged in a regular 
two-dimensional pattern and are elastically coupled to 
their neighbours via an overlying membrane.

Frequency Shifts
The most important results of the present work are 

shown in Figures 3c, 4, 5 b, d, 6b, d, and 7. These figures 

Fig. 8. Another way of demonstrating the appearance of frequency 
plateaus. Here the average frequencies of oscillators 2–200 are 
shown for the same parameters as in Figure 3a.
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show that the peaks – representing an SOAE – in the spec-
tra for oscillator 1 (the papilla) shift by a few percent when 
a variety of model parameters are systematically changed. 
The shifts can be either upward or downward in frequen-
cy.

As far as we know, there is only one report of exper-
imentally observed frequency shifts of lizard SOAEs. 
Van Dijk and Manley [2013] found that small changes 
of air pressure against the eardrum of five lizard species 
led to changes in frequency of otoacoustic emissions. 
These changes, both up and down, and for both in-
creases and decreases in pressure, had a magnitude of a 
few percent (Van Dijk and Manley [2013], Fig. 2). 
These authors explained the observed changes as an al-
teration of the impedance that loads the inner ear emis-
sion generators. This explanation in congruent with the 
results of our modelling as shown in Figures 1 and 4 
(although we use slightly different words to describe 
what is going on). However, in both accounts, a change 
in the parameters for the passive oscillator – which is 
driven by 1 (Fig. 1) or 200 (Fig. 4) active oscillators – 
results in a change in frequency of a few percent. The 
magnitude of the change depends on the size of the pa-
rameter change.

De Kleine et al. [2022] recently gave a summary of the 
experimental procedures that can cause a change in the 
frequency of human SOAEs (their Fig. 5). Specifically, 
they were changes in ear canal pressure, body posture, 
and middle ear muscle tension. Contralateral acoustic 
stimulation and stimulation with low-frequency sound 
also induce shifts. To this list, they add the finding that 
carbamazepine (a drug prescribed for epilepsy and neu-
ropathic pain) causes human SOAEs to shift upward in 
frequency by about 3%. In a complementary way, it has 
long been known that human SOAEs show a diurnal and 
monthly cycle in their frequencies [Wit, 1985; Bell, 
1992].

The fact that SOAE frequencies can be changed in sev-
eral very different ways (including, for the frog, by injec-
tion of direct current to the ear [Wit et al.,1989]), strength-
ens the idea that no one single mechanism underlies the 
observed changes. Not only can SOAE frequencies be 
changed by alterations in middle ear-inner ear transmis-
sion, but, evidently, also by changes in inner ear param-
eters, as modelled here. This implies that, in terms of 
SOAE frequency changes, no definite conclusion can be 
drawn in favour of a global oscillator model [Shera, 2003, 
2021, 2022] or a local oscillator model. Both are able to 
produce small frequency shifts given appropriate adjust-
ment of parameters.

Concluding Remarks

Almost 40 years ago, it was shown that the waveform 
of a human SOAE has the characteristics of an (active) 
oscillator, driven by noise [Bialek and Wit, 1984]. Since 
then, various models have been put forward to try to ex-
plain the features of SOAEs from the ears of different spe-
cies. All these models have in common that they incorpo-
rate energy-supplying structures (the “cochlear amplifi-
er” [Davis, 1983]), most probably being hair cells and/or 
their hair bundles [Martin and Hudspeth, 1999; Faber 
and Bosovic, 2021]. The difference between the models 
lies in the way along which the energy reaches the tym-
panic membrane to be emitted as an SOAE.
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